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Summary 
The rules of environmental liability have three different functions. One is the liability for 
which a person has to pay damages when he or she is responsible for damage that someone 
has suffered. Another important function of the environmental liability is the reparation of the 
damage: to economically compensate the person who has suffered the damage. However the 
environmental liability also has the function of prevention. In the view of the Environmental 
Code these functions have to work together in order to promote sustainable development for 
which the Code targets. To reach the target the damages have adapt to an economic, 
ecological and social perspective.  
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1. Introduction 
 
 
 
 
When a person suffers damage there are two different ways that he or she can be 
compensated. The person may have an insurance that covers the damage and then 
compensates him or her. If the persons insurance doesn’t cover for that kind of loss, or if there 
is no insurance, the person instead has to turn directly to the person who caused the damage to 
get compensation. In that situation the law of torts makes it possible to get compensation for 
loss from a person who answers for the damage. Generally there are two types of 
compensation areas: the non-contractual liability and the contractual liability 1 . The 
contractual liability concerns the cases where there is an agreement, and the non-contractual 
liability deals with the cases were there is no agreement. This paper only concerns liability 
according to environmental damage that is a specific type of liability law.  

When the Swedish Environmental Code2 was promulgated in 1999 the former Swedish 
Environmental Damage Act3 were declared invalid. The declaration of the Environmental 
Code did however not make any material changes though the old former legislation was 
incorporated mostly unchanged into Chapter 32 in the new Code. The environmental damage 
is one of the biggest problems of our time. Some of the more frequently commentated 
problems are the so-called green house effect and problems of extinguishing of natural 
resources that cannot be reproduced. The government maintains the fortification of the 
environment through different kinds of measures. There are generally directions, prohibitions, 
charges and international agreements etc. The civil sanctions that a person can initiate, 
without the support of the government or an authority, when he or she has suffered an 
environmental damage is demand of prohibition, order of certain measures and/or through an 
action for damages. 4  

An important function of the environmental liability is the reparation of the damage: to 
economically compensate the person who has suffered the damage. The environmental 
liability also has the function of prevention: for an example if an industry takes measures to 
prevent future damage and through this measure also prevents the risk of future action for 
damages. Though there is a prevention function of the environmental liability rules this 
function probably is a weak function compared to the other procedures that the environmental 
control gives.5 

The main rule of law of torts in the Environmental Code differs from the general rules in the 
Swedish Tort Liability Act6 that only concerns fault liability. Instead the Environmental Code 
                                                
1 http://www.domstol.se/Publikationer/Ordlista/svensk-engelsk_ordlista.pdf 

2 Miljöbalken (1998:808) 

3 Miljöskadelag (1986:225) 

4 Hellner J, Skadeståndsrätt p. 327-328 

5Michanek G, Zetterberg C, Den svenska miljörätten, p.431 

6 Skadeståndslagen (1972:207) 
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builds on a strict liability for pollution, noise etc. The damage only has to be caused on a real 
estate and it should not be caused by a common disturbance or as a disturbance that 
commonly has to be tolerated. There are two general exceptions from the main rule that 
prescribes a strict liability for all environmental damage. That gives a strict responsibility for 
the financial damage even if it isn’t counted as a minor damage. According to the Tort 
Liability Act 1 chapter 2§, an economic damage that doesn’t have a connection with any kind 
of physical damage is only compensated when it is based on a criminal act. This is another 
difference,	  compared to the Tort Liability Act, that the environmental code states. The reasons 
for giving the environmental liability an explicit form of responsibility are many, and will be 
presented later on in this paper. Generally one can say that the environmental damage can be 
hard to investigate because they often tend to be large.7 In respect for the part that has been 
entitled to damages, but also from preventive view, the strict liability has been motivated. 
Guidance to this decision was the polluter pays principle, although it was not fully applied.  

A question concerning the liability for the environmental damage is the extent to which 
responsibility should cover the costs for reparation of a site that has been damaged and for the 
prevention of an estimated damage. Through such a liability even the non-financial damage 
would be covered, which is another step a way from the Tort Liability Act. 8 

1.2 Aims 
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss and examine how prevention and reparation 
concerning environmental damages works in a relation to sustainable development. The paper 
will present an overview of the environmental liability in the Environmental Code. The paper 
also aims to illuminate the historical perspective of the subject in effort trying to see a 
possible progress since the Environmental Code was adopted along with the target rule of 
sustainable development. In order to do that a certain insight in the old case law will be 
presented.  
 
The following questions shall in this paper be processed and discussed: 

• How is the law of environmental damages designed? 
• How does the prevention and reparation work in relation to sustainable development? 
• What is the relationship between environmental damage and the concept of 

sustainable development? 
• How do the following questions appear from a legal economic perspective? 

1.3 Method 
The method in this paper is a dogmatic legal method where I have studied, established and 
recognized sources as preparatory work, case law and doctrine. I have chosen to give the 
paper an approach of law and economics.  

1.4 Delimitations 
In order to keep the study manageable I have done certain delimitations. I have only chosen to 
study Swedish law in the area and therefore excluded directives from the EU and international 
agreements. When it comes to the section called “sustainable development”, it is only 
presented shortly and from the view of environmental damage. The paper mainly deals with 
the non-contractual liability. 

                                                
7 Bengtsson B, SvJT 1993 p. 375-376 

8 Bengtsson B, SvJT 1993 p 386 
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1.5 Disposition 
The paper starts with a section that presents the concept of Environmental damage; the history 
along with a scheme of Chapter 32 in the Environmental Code where after a presentation of 
what damage that should be replaced. Secondly, a section where the different types of sources 
of Environmental damage is presented. Thirdly, the concept of sustainable development is 
explained shortly together with the general rules of considerations. The paper ends with a 
discussion of the relationship between the environmental damages and the sustainable 
development in a preventive and reparative manner.  

1.6 Notion 
For the reader it is of importance to understand some of the concepts and terms that I will be 
referring to. Other terms and notions will be continually defined in the paper.  

1.6.1 Liability 
In the non-contractual Tort Liability Act (TLA) a couple of fundamental rules for the right to 
be compensated for damage exist. The general rule is that it has to be damage caused by either 
intent or negligence. Secondly the damage has to be of the kind that can be compensated 
according to the law. Thirdly it must be an act that has caused the damage. There also has to 
be a connection between the act and the upcoming damage that a person generally can expect 
from the behavior. In this paper the words liability and damages are used as notion for 
compensation.  

Causality 
Causality is the common basis for liability for damage. The typical causal sequence is that 
damage has occurred as a result of laws of nature, or that the damage wouldn’t have occurred 
if another incident had occurred. In the law of tort the fault doesn’t have to be the main cause 
of the damage, it is enough that it has been a contributory factor. 9 

Negligence 
When deciding whether an act should be regarded as negligence or not, it involves estimation 
if the allegedly negligent person could have acted in a different way. It involves an 
assessment of a large amount of different circumstances that should be considered. In the 
Swedish law there are four types of requirements of diligence; 
1. the risk of damage,  
2. the probability size of the damage,  
3. the potential to prevent the damage and  
4. the possibility for the person to realize the risk of the damage. 10 

Strict liability 
According to TLA damage has to be caused by either intent or by negligence to be 
superseded. However, in certain areas the range for liability is wider. Most of those areas 
cover damage that has not been caused by intent or negligence. This type of responsibility 
that covers non-culpa damage is called strict liability. If a person has strict liability he or she 
is liable for damage even if it hasn’t been caused by intent or negligence. This means that 
there has to be no investigation of the cause of the damage; it is enough that a circumstance 
for which a person has strict liability upon has occurred.11  

                                                
9 Hellner J, Skadeståndsrätt p. 195-197 

10 Hellner J, Skadeståndsrätt p.128,134 

11 Eriksson E, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 21 
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Pure Economic loss 
Pure economic loss refers to a financial damage that appears without a person having to suffer 
a bodily injury or property damage. According to TLA, pure economic loss is only covered if 
the damage is caused by crime. Nevertheless the environmental damages have a more 
generous rule when it comes to which damage caused by economic loss that should be 
superseded. 12 

1.6.2 The Environmental code  
The Swedish Environmental Code contains many principles and notions; some of them will 
be mentioned in this essay.  

Sustainable development  
In the report “Our Common future” from 1987 the Brundtland commission defined the 
concept of sustainable development as: 
"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains within it 
two key concepts: 
The concept of needs, in particular the essential needs of the world's poor, to which 
overriding priority should be given; and 
the idea of limitations imposed by the current state of technology and the social organization 
on regarding the ability of the environment 's ability to meet present and future needs. 
Thus the goals of economic and social development must be defined in terms of sustainability 
in all countries – developed or developing, market-oriented or centrally planned. "13 

Polluter pays principle 
The Polluter pays principle is an economic principle and an instrument of paying for the cost 
of pollution. The polluter has to bear the expenses to ensure that the environment is in an 
expectable condition and thereby make good for the damage.  

Precautionary principle  
The precautionary principle aims to let the person or company who are going to make a 
change to show that it does not harm, or in a negative way affect, neither the people nor the 
environment. Therefore risk assessments must be made to evaluate the protection for the 
health and environment. 14 

                                                
12 Eriksson E, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 51-52 

13 The 1987 Brundtland Report Our Common future p.43 

14 SOU 1996:103 s.235 
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2. Environmental Liability 
 
 
 
 

2.1 History 
For a long time environmental Liability was not formally regulated, but built on case law with 
a connection to public law. It was not until the suggestion for the former Land Code15 from 
1909 that legal rules for property owners concerning liability for immissions was founded. 
Together with the liability for immissions, liability for excavation was also included. The 
rules of immissions were later separated from the Land Code and placed in the Environmental 
Protection Act16, along with the rules of concession, which made the act a mixture of civil and 
public law. The act focused on immissions that could be attributed to industries. Although 
even in the new Land Code the excavation liability remained. There is also the liability for 
damage due to blasting, which was regulated in case law without any legal basis. 17 

2.2 Scheme 
The application of Chapter 32 in the Environmental Code is listed in the legislative text as it 
sets out which of the disturbances that should be covered by the chapter. If damage has not 
been incurred as consequence of one of these sources of disturbances, the chapter is not 
applicable on the action for damage. This does however not mean that compensation for 
damage cannot be obtained; it requires only that support under other laws exist in addition to 
Chapter 32. 18 

2.2.1 Chapter 32  
Since the rules of the Environmental Code regarding Environmental Damages in Chapter 32 
have not been changed on any significant point, the rules have not been discussed in the 
preparatory work to the Code. The former Environmental Damages Act was transferred to the 
Code without any major changes.19 The following chapter will therefore mainly be based on 
what has been written on the former legislation. The chapter is based on the notion and 
concepts of compensation, damage, activity, ambient and disturbances. 20 The chapter only 
contains 12 sections under five different headlines. First comes the introductory provisions 
that sets the scope of the chapter and the damage which shall be replaced, that is followed by 
the conditions for the payment of compensations were the disturbances that is covered by the 
chapter is clarified. This headline also obtains which liability basis that comes with different 
types of damage – negligence or strict liability. The third headline, personal liable for 
compensation, contains the persons who will be liable to pay damages. The chapter ends with 
headlines about compensation for future damage to property and compulsory purchases of 
properties etc. 

                                                
15 Jordabalk (1970:1994) 

16 Miljöskyddslagen (1969:387) 

17 Hellner J, Skadeståndsrätt p. 

18 Eriksson E, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p.25 

19 Bill 1997/98:45 I p.564 

20 Eriksson E, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p.25 
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Introductory provisions 
In Chapter 32 §1 there are three factors that must be met in order to be able to claim 
compensation. First, the damage was caused by an activity related to a property. The property 
does not need to be the actual source of the damage only the connection is sufficient. The 
term disturbance used in this Section refers to all the damage covered by Chapter 32. 
Secondly, the injuries have affected the ambient, in a negative sense; it means that the 
Environmental Code Chapter 32 does not apply if the damage suffered by anyone or anything 
that has a close association with the occurrence of the property. Finally, the chapter should 
also cover damage without intent or negligence replaced only when the damage cannot 
reasonably be tolerated.21  
 
Paragraph 1 tells us that the requirements of the chapter is that the damage has arisen as a 
result of an activity on a property. The damage also has to affect the ambient of the activity – 
important to note here is that it is not the ambient of the property that has to be affected by the 
action. This is associated with the long rang of disturbances the pollution may effect, why the 
ambient can be a large area when it contains pollution of different kind. The activity on a 
property can relate to many different types of land use. Problems may come up when one 
should draw the line for what counts as the ambient and what should be considered as the 
activity. An assessment of the individual cases disturbing activities and the nature of these has 
to be made to solve the problem. Only the person that in a direct way gets affected by the 
damage has the right to compensation – therefore damage to third part is not compensated. 
This is a general principal in the law of torts, which also applies to the environmental 
damage.22 Paragraph 2 states that pure economic loss in relation to a bodily injury or property 
damage only gets compensated according to the chapter if the damage not is trivial. Paragraph 
3 contains an exception from the strict liability for environmental damage if the damage 
ordinarily should be counted as disturbance common locally or common in general.23 The 
limit for what should be tolerated is determined after an assessment of the reasonableness in 
the nature of the damage. If the interfering activity was first on the location, and if the 
disturbance had been foreseen by e.g. plans from the municipality, this reason speaks against 
a replacement.24 A local disturbance that should be counted as ordinary is for example 
nuisances and disturbances that often is common, and arise in an industrial area e.g. noise and 
smoke have more tolerance than the same interference would occur in a peaceful 
neighborhood. The disturbance can thus be typical of the industrial town and it is not 
reasonable that a neighbor should be able to seek compensation for that. Consideration must 
also be taken if similar conditions give an equivalent disturbance, and if they are still to be 
counted as public-friendly. The disturbance might be counted as generally reasonable, and 
therefore should commonly be tolerated. It can in such contexts often have been a socially 
useful activity, such as a highway, a power line or an airport that has to be accepted even if 
there had been an undisturbed environment.25  
 
Chapter 32 §2 makes an exception from damages caused by ionizing radiation or the effects 
of electrical current from installations which has an special provision according to law. 
Ionizing radiation might come from radiology rays etc. The chapter does not apply since the 

                                                
21 Hellner J, Skadeståndsrätt p. 330 

22 Bill 1985/86:83 p.37-39 

23 Bill 1985/86:83 p. 36 

24 Comment nr. 164 to the Environmental Code 

25 Bengtsson B, Speciell fastighetsrätt Miljöbalken p.132-133 
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Radiation Protection Act26, The Nuclear Activites Act27, Nuclear Liability Act28 and the 
Electricity Act29 are used instead. However, the worries a person might feel when living in the 
nearby area might be counted as a similar disturbance and other damage.30 That does not have 
a connection with the radiation, and only the activity on the property can be counted as 
damage under the chapter. 31 

Conditions for the payment of compensations 
Chapter 32 §3 paragraph 1 gives the conditions for which types of disturbances that can be 
compensated according to the chapter. The exception from paragraph 1 is made in paragraph 
2 where damage caused by an action that has a provision in accordance with the Water Act32. 
Rules about the relief of evidentiary burden of the causes, and the effects of an activity and 
the disturbances, can be found in paragraph 3. The rule sets an evidence relief for this type of 
damage. The injured party has to proof that damage actually exists and that the defendant is 
responsible for this. In other words it must be proven that damage exists, which means that it 
not enough that the defended likely has had an activity that has caused a disturbance and that 
an environmental damage exists. The relief of evidence appears when the injured party only 
has to prove that the disturbance most likely has caused the damage. This relief has most 
importance when it comes to a situation where the causality is hard to prove e.g. when the 
damage might have appeared a long time after the activity causing the damage. Nonetheless it 
is not enough that the activity hypothetical has caused the damage even if it seems like the 
most plausible reason. Often it is clear that it is not only the defendants’ activity that has 
caused the damage, other factors might have contributed to the damage, though it is not clear 
in what extent. The proof that comes up in a situation like that has to be given consideration 
to paragraph 3. However the right to compensation can be excluded on other grounds the 
damage must still be a result of a proximate cause of the activity.33  
 
Chapter 32 §4 - trough this rule an environmental liability is entitled for damage due to 
blasting. The section regulates damage of blasting stones and loose objects after blasting. A 
strict liability to pay damages for this type of damage is established. The rule only requires 
that the damage has happened by a blasting on a property or damage due to blasting after 
explosives has been stored on the site for the manufacturing or sale. This means that there is 
no need for negligence or intent when an explosive has caused damage on a property for 
which it has been stored. The rule is not applicable on damage after blasting that involves 
vibration, which instead is regulated in the §3. 34 
 
In Chapter 32 §5 damage because of excavation is actualized when the answer stated in §3 or 
§4 cannot be used. Damage that can be liable trough this section is damage as a result of 
digging or excavation. Paragraph 1 says that the obligation, according to Chapter 3 §3 I in the 
Land Code, to take necessary protective measures as a property owner when an excavation or 
similar shall be performed in order to protect adjacent land. However there is an exception 

                                                
26 Strålskyddslagen (1988:220) 

27 Lagen(1984:3) om kärnteknisk verksamhet  

28 Atomansvarighetslagen (1968:45) 

29 Ellag (1997:857) 

30 See section 3.2.1 in this paper for further information 

31 Bill 1985/86:83 p. 42-43 

32 Vattenlag (1983:291) 

33 Bill 1985/86:83 p.46-48 

34 Bill 1985/86:83 p. 48-49 
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from this section. When the protective measures cost more than the damage it intends to 
prevent, the property owner then has to pay compensation for the damage, but normally the 
owner has to pay the measures. If damage occurs as a result of negligence of the owner to an 
adjacent land, and the excavator has to take certain actions on the basis of that, the owner to 
the adjacent land has to pay the protective measures. If the excavator has made certain actions 
to protect adjacent land, he or she is not liable to pay damages, if the damage not could have 
been predicted. Damage as a result of lack of protective measures requires intent. According 
to paragraph 2, a strict liability is stated when the excavations can lead to a particular risk of 
damage or when the excavation is radical. 35 

Personal liable for compensation 
Chapter 32 §6 deals with the issue  whether a person who disposes a property can be liable to 
pay damages. Paragraph 1 states that a property owner or a site lessee has responsibility for 
compensation when the actions from which the damage is held. The owner has a strict 
liability for damage according to §§3, 4 and §5 paragraph 2 and liability for cause of damage 
as in §5 paragraph 1. Same responsibility also applies to lessees. Liability is also stated for a 
person who uses the property without owning or leasing it. A use of the property does not 
have to depend on an agreement with the owner; only the use of the property is enough for a 
responsibility. In paragraph 2 the responsibility is set for the people who has caused damage, 
but only is liable for damages by negligence or intent. This responsibility applies only on the 
damage that the user has caused all by him, and not for damage that for an example a 
contractor that were hired to do a work on a property may cause. The person who suffers the 
damage can in that case turn directly to the contractor to get compensation. Only when the 
user by intent or negligence has chosen a bad contractor, a liability for damages can be 
actualized. 36 
 
Chapter 32 §7 deals with the potential liability for contractors working on a property. 
Contractors got a strict liability for damage that the activity might cause. The owner of the 
property however has a joint liability together with the contractor. If the person who hired the 
contractor is a user as in §6 paragraph 2, he or she only has a liability for damage that he 
caused by negligence or intent. The user is free from paying compensation if the damage has 
occurred without he or she being careless, in that case the contractor has to pay the whole 
compensation by himself. If the contractor does not have an activity for his own, he cannot be 
liable for causing damage that a user or a person that the owner of the property has hired. In a 
situation like that, §6 can be applied instead. The section does not make it possible for a 
person who suffered damage to get compensation from a person that helps the owner of the 
property, which instead is covered by the TLA. 37 
 
When two or more persons is responsible for the same damage, they have to bear the 
compensation together which is regulated in Chapter 32 §8 paragraph 1. This paragraph 
corresponds to TLA Chapter 6 §3. The regulation for how the compensation should be set 
between the liable persons is laid down in paragraph 2 and for which there is no equivalent in 
the TLA. The paragraph only regulates the liability between the responsible parties, why it 
does not affect the injured party. The rule is optional which means that the parties can chose 
to settle the liability by themselves; otherwise the liability shall be decided after a assessment 
of reasonableness. When an assessment of this kind is made, the ground for the damages shall 

                                                
35 Bill 1985/86:83 p.50-51 

36 Bill 1985/86:83 p.51-53 

37 Bill 1985/86:83 p.54-55 
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be considered. That means both to consider if the liable part has a strict responsibility or just 
for damage occurred by negligence, and on the other hand the level of fault on the one side or 
on the other. 38 

Compensation for future damage to property 
Chapter 32 §9 states that if damage to property can be appropriately assessed in advance, 
compensation can be determined for future damage. However, this is only if a party requests 
that such a compensation that may be paid in advance shall be determined. If there is a 
reasonable case, compensation can be determined to a certain annual sum. However, there are 
conditions that can adjust compensation that has been determined in this way. For example, 
adjustments can be made when there is a change in view of circumstances. The rule only 
applies to property damage, which means that when it comes to a personal injury the TLA 
should be applied instead. Because of difficulty assessing damage the section are applied only 
in a limited extent. 39 
 
According to Chapter 32 §10 when a reduction, distribution and payment of compensation 
shall be determined or be issued as once, for future damage to a property, the Expropriation 
Act Legislation shall be applied.40 If a creditor has a mortgage on the property and he or she 
suffers a loss because of the calculation under the section because the compensation has been 
calculated to low, the creditor is entitled to compensation for damages by the liable to pay if 
this part is written on the mortgage deed. Important to notice is that the reduction rule only 
applies to future damage41 

Compulsory purchases of properties etc.  
Chapter 32 §11 states that an activity, as referred to in this chapter, might make a property in 
whole, or just in part, unbeneficial to the owner or if the a great determinant has raised in as a 
association with its use. If this happens, the person who carries on the business shall in part 
redeem the property or part of it on the owners’ request. The Expropriation Act that applies 
mutatis mutandis includes a redemption amount that shall be determined on the same 
principles that is used when setting of the purchase money for expropriation.42  
 
The last section in Chapter 32 is §12 which states that a private individual may bring action 
against a person who pursues or has pursued an environmental negligent activity without 
permission for a prohibition of further activities or for taking the protective measurements 
that or precautions that is needed.  

2.2.2 What damage shall be replaced 
Chapter 32 sets a strict liability for environmental damage as a general rule. Strict liability 
means that damage does not have to be caused by intent or negligence, which normally is the 
main rule for tortious liability. The damage that is covered by the strict liability is damage due 
to immission and to blasting; however the strict liability only applies to damage due to 
excavations when the excavation is particular intervention. 43 
 

                                                
38 Bill 1985/86:83 p. 55-57 

39 Bill 1985/86:83 p. 58 
40 Expropriationslagen (1972:719) 
41 Bill 1985/86:83 p. 58-59 
42 Bill 1985/86:83 p. 59 
43 Eriksson E, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 62 
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The main rule concerning Environmental damage is that only the damage of economic 
character shall be compensated – whether the claim is based on the TLA or Chapter 32 in the 
Environmental Code. Damage of economic character means that the person who suffered the 
damage has had an economic loss due to the damage. Still, if the person suffers a personal 
injury, he or she can get compensation on the ground of a non-financial damage.44  
 
The liability for damages for an environmental damage includes personal injury’s, both when 
the claim is based on Chapter 32 in the Environmental Code and when it is based on TLA. A 
personal injury is damage on a human and mainly includes physical injuries, but also mental 
immissions. Chapter 32 does not regulate what the person who suffered a personal injury can 
get compensation for; instead the TLA should be used as a source.45 Property damage is also 
entitled to damages according to both Chapter 32 and the TLA. Property damage means 
damage on the property. The size of the damage is irrelevant both for personal injuries and 
property damage; compensation should be paid even for trivial damage. Compensation for 
property damage can only be covered if it has a financial character, which means that damage 
not is liable for damages if it not is a financial damage. 46 The Environmental Code also 
supersedes a pure economic loss – i.e. damage without any connection to personal injury or 
property damage. According to Chapter 32 a pure economic loss should be compensated as 
long as it is not trivial. That gives the person who suffered the damage the right to be 
compensated for the damage fully, as long as the damage is relevant. Chapter 32 does not 
make any difference for if the damage has occurred as a result of negligence or by intent. It is 
however worth noting that damage as a result of a crime always gets compensated even if it is 
of a trivial kind. Compensation for non-financial damage has no specific rules or statements 
in Chapter 32, which means that the general law of torts should be applied in these situations. 
The TLA gives the right to compensation for some personal injuries that has led to a non-
financial damage – Chapter 5 §1 paragraph 1. In practice, this must mean a lack of 
opportunity to get a compensation for environmental damage that has no connection to a 
personal injury. 47 

2.2.3 Causality of the damage and the disturbance 
As mentioned above in section 2.3.1.2, environmental damage should be considered as a 
result of an environmental disturbance if it is from the type of disturbance and damage, or by 
other circumstances seems most likely, that the disturbance was the causation of the damage. 
This is a relaxation of the causality that is needed for other environmental damage. As long as 
it seems most likely that the damage is a result of the disturbance, and the victim proves this, 
the requirement for causality shall be considered fulfilled. This relaxation however does not 
apply for damage caused by damage due to blasting or excavation.  
 
However, as mentioned just above, in order to count the environmental damage as a result of 
an environmental disturbance it has to be proven that a damaging disturbance exists. 
Thereafter it has to be proven that the damage is a result of the disturbance. Not until the 
victim has proved this, can the other part be liable to pay damages. The supreme Court has 
made it clear in similar cases where the sequence of events has been difficult to grasp that it 
shall be sufficient that the victim’s allegation is likely in it self given the circumstances. The 
allegation should also seem more likely than the causations presented from the defendant.  

                                                
44 Eriksson E, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 46 

45 Eriksson E, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 46-48 

46 Eriksson E, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p.46,49 

47 Eriksson E, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p.52-54 
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The defendant can claim that the damage is caused by an event for which no one can be liable 
to pay damages – when there is no proximate cause. For an example that air emissions from 
the defendants industry, as a result of abnormal weather conditions, has contaminated land 
areas. The defendant has in those situation's the obligation to prove that damage would not 
have happened if the special circumstances would not have occurred. Nevertheless the 
defendant might be liable to pay damages anyway – if the circumstance is so ordinary that the 
defendant should have anticipated it.48 

                                                
48 Eriksson E, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 56- 61 
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3. Environmental damage  
 
 
 
 

3.1 Environment 
Before the different types of environmental damage, based on pollution, can be described, a 
clarification of the term environment needs to be established. The term can be categorized 
into three groups. The first category is the ”natural environment”, secondly there is the “man-
made environment” which includes the cultural heritage. Finally the third category concerns 
the “human” environment that includes health and food contents etc. Another suggestion how 
to define environment is taken from the New Zealand Environment Act of 1986 where the 
environment is defined as: 

a) Ecosystems and their constituent parts 
b) All natural and physical resources  
c) The social, economic, aesthetic and cultural conditions which affect the environment 

or which are affected by changes to the environment. 49 

3.2 Source of damage 
The Environmental Code regulates three types 50  of source of damage; disturbance by 
immissions, damage due to blast stones and to excavation.51 The common trait of these 
sources is the cause of the damage through harm to an environmental medium a private loss is 
caused. However what is defined as an environmental damage is not defined per se. 52 Instead 
the scope of the act is damage “caused by an activity pursued on a property”53. The damage is 
defined in Chapter 32 in the Environmental Code and states that:  
“3§ (1) Compensation within the meaning of this chapter shall be payable for damage caused 
by: 
1. pollution of water areas;  
2. pollution of groundwater;  
3. changes in the groundwater level;  
4. air pollution;  
5. land pollution;  
6. noise;  
7. vibration; or  
8. similar disturbances.” 
Damage caused by vibration by blasting, or dust caused by excavation counts as a first type of 
source of damage even if it is damage due to blast or excavation. 54 

3.2.1 Immissions 
The different types of environmental damage, caused by interference, in the Environmental 
Code Chapter 32 §3 paragraph 1 shall now be shortly presented below. The section 
                                                
49 Larsson M-L, The Law of  Environmental Damage – Liability and Reparation p. 122 - 123 

50 A forth type of damage (the ecological damage) can also be included under Chapter 32, which is explained under section 3.3 in the paper 

51 Eriksson A, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 35 

52 Larsson M-L, The Law of  Environmental Damage – Liability and Reparation p. 289 

53 32:1 Environmental Code (translation by the Department of Environment) 

54 Eriksson A, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 35 
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corresponds to the Environmental Damage Act §3, with only a minor change; for such 
reasons, the Bill from the Environmental Damage Act can be used as a source.  

1. Pollution of water areas 
In the Bill concerning the Environmental Code the term pollution of water areas is used 
instead of the original denomination pollution of watercourses, lakes or other water areas in 
the Environmental Damage Act. In accordance to the Bill the first item in the first paragraph 
was changed. Item number 1. does not aim to an emission that isn’t polluted. Pollution of 
water areas may include release of wastewater, of substances, use of land causing pollution to 
water by waste disposal or agricultural use of pesticides etc. This point can include a 
substance that doesn’t contain polluted particles, if the particles may lead to floaters in the 
water, which counts as a pollution of the water. 55 The legislation doesn’t make a difference 
between smaller and larger emissions, and is applicable both on isolated and durable 
emissions. Emissions of particles in the air can also lead to a pollution of the water by rain 
and soot that is falling down. When it comes to pollution of water areas it is of importance to 
keep in mind that Chapter 32 not is applicable on activities that got permission in accordance 
with Chapter 11 in the Environmental Code. Neither is the Chapter 32 applicable on damage 
caused by the use of an isolated vessel, as the Law on measures against pollution from ships56 
covers this type of pollution.57  

2. Pollution of groundwater 
Damage related to Pollution of groundwater basically occurs in the same way as pollution of 
water areas. One of the more common causes of polluting the groundwater is the use of 
pesticides and precipitation from waste dumps. A pollution of the groundwater may in the 
future lead to pollution of the water surface. 58 
 

MÖD M 7908/07 The plaintiff claimed compensation of their former neighbor. The 
reason was that the well from which they took their drinking water had been polluted. The 
applicant was of the opinion that the neighbors’ field was the source of the pollution of 
their well. Since it at the time was polluted with contaminated water as a cause of the 
activities that had been carried out on the field. The Environmental Court said in its 
reasoning that under the Environmental Damage Act §1 an activity that has been 
conducted on the property must be the cause of the damage. The applicants had the onus 
of proof that such an activity were carried out by their former neighbor, since this were 
the first question that needed to bee proven. The circumstance that the field was polluted 
with contaminated water on the surface did not constitute an activity within the meaning 
of the 1§, why the plaintiffs’ petition was rejected. 

3. Changes in the groundwater level 
A change in the groundwater level may cause damage of different kind. For an example may 
a lowering of the groundwater cause subsidence and related damage in buildings. On the other 
hand can an increase of the ground water level lead to water damage in buildings or soil 
damage. Water activities in accordance with the Water Act often cause a deliberate change in 
the level; however, such damage is not regulated by Chapter 32.59 Upcoming and estimated 
                                                
55 Bill 1985/86:83 p.43-44 

56 Lagen (1980:424) om vattenförorening från fartyg  

57 Eriksson A, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 36-37 

58 Bill 1985/86:83 p.44 

59 Bill 1985/86:83 p.44 
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effects when the activities deliberately change the groundwater level are usually assessed 
when the permit is given. 60 
 

MÖD M 8852/04 In the case from 2004 The Swedish Rail Administration was liable to 
pay damages to the plaintiff after who demanded compensation for damage on his real 
estate. He stated that the damage was caused by a disturbance of the ground water level as 
a result of the construction of a pedestrian and bicycle tunnel. The Environmental Court 
did find it certain that the damage was caused according to a change in the groundwater 
level. The Swedish Rail Administration had since September 1997 known that the 
complainant was of the belief that the tunnel has caused the damage; and therefore the 
complainants’ evidentiary were lowered. The Court also found that the change in the 
groundwater that lowered the level was due to the inflow of the groundwater caused by 
drainage, which most likely caused the damage on the real estate. This type of 
disturbances cannot be counted as disturbance common locally or common in general and 
therefore didn’t have to be tolerated by the applicant.  

4. Air pollution  
Every inappropriate alteration in the air counts as air polluting. This includes particles, gases, 
and also bad smell from stables and treatments. Particles that count as pollution of the air can 
be dust or soot. It does not matter how the pollution has appeared as long as it comes from a 
specific activity on a real estate. Typical air polluting activity is emissions from a factory or 
car exhausts from a extensive road. 61 
 

NJA 1934 s.656 When the Höganäs Pipe Factory recently was started, a neighboring 
estate was bought. Under the two following years 1929-1930 the activity increased and by 
1931 the production process were altered, which included an installation of fans. The 
neighbor claimed compensation after cracks and foundation damage had occurred on his 
property. He considered that vibrations from the factory caused the damage. He also 
claimed compensation from the dusty smoke from the factory until fans were installed. 
The Supreme Court rejected the claim concerning the vibrations from the factory since it 
was the neighbors’ buildings that were not constructed properly. Nevertheless, the dusty 
smoke was not considered to be tolerated even if the place had been industrialized for a 
long time.   

5. Land pollution  
There are two types of land pollution that can occur. The first one occurs when some 
polluting substances comes into direct contact with the land. The second occurs through the 
contagious effect of polluted air, water surface or groundwater. Polluted land due to directly 
related activity may be caused by a leakage of oil or toxic and is often related to a waste dump 
of industrial waste. When an area is sprayed with herbicides, there may be a contamination of 
the nearby land areas.62 

6. Noise 
The definition of noise as a source of damage goes back to the Environmental Protection Act 
from 1969. When noise counts as damage it has to be a disturbance that has an adverse impact 
or may lead to such an impact. The common definition that is used to describe noise is “ 

                                                
60 Eriksson A, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 38 

61 Eriksson A, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 38 – 39  

62 Eriksson A, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 39 
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undesirable sound”.63 Frequent sounds that are defined as noise are engine noise and noise 
from machines. The term noise includes both infrasound and ultrasound, which are sounds 
that people normally cannot perceive, but contains a larger amount of energy and can produce 
discomfort to humans and may lead to destruction of buildings.64  
 

NJA 1999 s.385 The plaintiffs’ petition for damages after immissions caused by the 
construction and presence of a new road that had been drawn nearby the properties of the 
plaintiffs’. The immissions the plaintiffs were troubled by was mainly noise and esthetic 
disturbances, which had inter alia led to a deprecation of the properties. The defendant 
disputed the petition and said that the deprecation of the properties were an unessential 
reduction of its commercial value and is lower than the tolerance that has to be accepted 
according to case law65. The immissions would also count as to be tolerated, since they 
were to be considered as common locally or common in general. In the Supreme Courts 
reason standard for what should be counted as to be tolerated from the view of common or 
general common were made. The Court’s estimation contained the discussion from former 
case law that had discussed the standards of the legal question. The standard that is 
applicable on noise comes from the noise that is considered acceptable for the society. In 
this standard the property’s location in relation to larger urban areas are given importance. 
A higher level of disturbances has to be tolerated without compensation of the owner if 
the property were located in the central than if the property where to be located in the 
outer area. The standards that had been developed for engine noise gave limits and 
benchmarks for what had to be tolerated. After the Court had made a collected evaluation 
they found that even if the benchmarks of the noise not were exceeded, the circumstances 
reasonably couldn’t make the owners of the property bear the whole burden of the 
deprecations as a result of the noise and the esthetic immissions.  

7. Vibration  
Vibration often occurs together with another source of damage, e.g. noise or air pollution. It is 
not uncommon that damage from vibration is caused through blasting, but it can also be 
caused by heavy traffic on nearby roads. A vibration may lead to both bodily injury and 
property damage. 66 
 

NJA 1992 s.896 A company had through blasting when working on a pipeline caused a 
crack in the façade plaster on a building. The plaintiff claimed damages plus interest since 
the damage on the building on his property were a typical blasting damage and the 
blasting could not be considered as common locally or common on general disturbances 
and shouldn’t have to be tolerated. The defendant -who was the City of Stockholm, 
opposed the plaintiff’s claim. The defendant stated that the low vibration that had 
occurred on the plaintiffs’ property reasonably had to be tolerated and should be classified 
as a common locally or common in general. Benchmarks had been drawn up in 
connection with a field analysis before the work, so nearby properties would not be 
damaged. A theoretical calculation showed that the vibration that could have reached the 
property was far below the benchmarks. The vibration could not have caused the damage. 
The Supreme Court said in their reasoning that the damage caused by blasting cannot be 
counted as a common locally or common in general disturbance and that the obligation to 

                                                
63 Bill 1985/86:83 p.44, Bill 1969:28 p.255 

64 Eriksson A, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 40 

65 NJA 1977 p.424  

66 Bill 1985/86:83 p.44- 45 
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compensate in accordance to Environmental Damage Act 1 and 3 §§ was not limited. The 
vibration on the property was assumed to be a contributory cause to the damage even if it 
was far below the benchmarks. The company was considered liable for half of the cost 
caused by the damage.  

8. Similar disturbance  
Disturbance that is mentioned as similar disturbance is spreading of bacteria, virus and 
contagious substances that can have a possible ecological impact. The category includes the 
esthetic disturbance, as when a landscape becomes unattractive. Mental immission is also 
included, e.g. the worries people who live nearby a factory that produces toxic substances 
may feel.67 A mental immission is a result of people’s estimation of a risk. Only the risk that 
disturbance may occur is enough to consider the disturbance as an immission. Esthetic and 
mental disturbances do not often give a person the right to damages since the rules of which 
damage that should be compensated are limited, and because of the rules about the locally 
common or common in general of the disturbance. To similar disturbances fits also bright 
light, heat, sparks and emission of water, that doesn’t cause pollution. 68 
 

NJA 1988 s. 376 In the case the company Vattenfall wanted to draw a power line, 
which the Real Estate Committee permitted. Compensation would be paid to the 
affected properties. The owners of one of the properties sought payment of 
compensation plus interest, for environmental infringement under the Utility 
Easements Act69, when one of the poles would be placed on the property. The claim 
was based on aesthetic impact and mental immissions. For instance, the intrusions 
caused noise, effects of electric and magnetic fields, mental immission and aesthetic 
disturbances. The purpose of the power line was to take over power, and the wires 
were similar to those that cover large parts of the country. It was not possible to draw 
the line outside the vicinity of residential buildings. The decision taken showed that 
the activity was of general interest and did affect large part of the areas that are 
adjacent to the power line. Therefore, compensation can be granted only in 
exceptional cases. The intrusion of the property was deemed as common in general. 
The Supreme Court found that the part that was utilized did not affect the property's 
market value in essential respects. The noise generated did not have the intensity that 
it alone could lead to liability for Vattenfall. The mental immission could undoubtedly 
be perceived as troublesome, and they could be assumed to affect the value of the 
property in a non-insignificant manner. Compensation should be remunerated on the 
basis of market value that the property would have had if the power line did not have 
occurred, but only to the extent it was reasonable considering the nature of the place 
and the prevalence of similar conditions. The property had a protected site, but was 
located in close proximity to an industrial area with extensive environmentally 
destructive industries. In such surroundings property owners must expect a certain 
amount of interference. The Supreme Court therefore dismissed the property owners' 
petition.   

3.3 Ecological damage 
Damage on biological resources and the biological diversity counts as ecological damage. 
There are two types of ecological damage that can be identified; the damage can follow as 

                                                
67 Bill 1985/86:83 p. 45 

68 Eriksson A, Rätten till skadestånd vid miljöskador p. 41 - 42 

69 Ledningsrättslagen (1973:1 144) 
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property damage with ecological proportions, or as a pure ecological damage where an 
environmental impairment has occurred. The first type of ecological damage is individual 
property damage – but this kind of damage also provides compensation for the loss of 
environmental damages. The second type; the pure ecological damage, is damage to the 
ecosystem itself. The pure ecological damage does not necessarily affect an individuals’ 
interest, the closer explanation is an infringement of public rights. 70 This type of damage 
often causes difficult questions about compensation and reparation; one of the problems of 
liability for damages in these types of situations is that the damage often affects the public 
and not the single person. The damage is also hard to identify from an economic perspective 
since it is the non-material interests that often gets affected. The present law of tort only gives 
the owner of the land the right to a compensation for the damage. However, it can be hard to 
find the economic value of a biological resource that cannot be utilized.71 When it comes to 
Ecological damage a particular court case is discussed and relied upon. 
 

NJA 1995 s.249 The state claimed compensation of the defended after he had been 
killing two wolverines that at the time were a protected species. The defendant 
contested the States claim as he was of the opinion that there had been no economic 
damage. The damage is a typical non-financial damage when the loss is not being able 
to see the wolverine in the wild. The Supreme Court found that damage of this kind is 
to be considered as in the borderline between an economic damage and a non-financial 
damage. Because of the species were protected the Court considered that it had no 
economic value. Nevertheless the State had huge cost for this animal species 
conservation in order to fulfill international agreements of protecting animals that are 
threatened with extinction. These costs may be regarded as useless by two wolverines 
in the way this had been killed and the species’ reproductive ability weakened. 
Compensation for illegal hunting of wolverines proceeded with the dead animal's 
breeding value. Damages were set at a reasonable estimate of the cost of the 
threatened animal species conservation as a basis. 

 
A conclusion of this is that liability for damages can be actualized when an environmental 
damage leads to unnecessary costs for the society.72 Professor Jan Klaineman made a 
statement about the case in an article73 where he discussed the eventual emergence of a new 
perspective of the non-financial damage and the financial damage. In the article he says that 
the Supreme Court by this judgment introduced a new notion in the tort law – the ecological 
liability. Klaineman did not agree with the decision to seek the basis for damages in the States 
cost to preserve the species. Instead he thought of the damage as a non-financial damage 
where no financial losses can be measured. In this situation the State represented the 
environmental interest that had been violated by a non-financial damage. 74 
 

                                                
70 Larsson M-L, On the law of the environmental damage p. 491-491 
71 Bengtsson B, Miljöbalkens återverkningar, p. 167-169 
72 Bengtsson B, Miljöbalkens återverkningar, p. 170 
73 JT 1995/96 p.101 Ideell skada eller förmögenhetsförlust - nytt synsätt under framväxt? 

74 JT 1995/96 p.106-108 
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4. Sustainable development 
 
 
 
 
The Environmental Code aims to work for sustainable development. It is a target rule in the 
Code Chapter 1 §1 paragraph1 that is making the statement: 
“The purpose of this Code is to promote sustainable development which will assure a healthy 
and sound environment for present and future generations. Such development will be based 
on recognition of the fact that nature is worthy of protection and that our right to modify and 
exploit nature carries with it a responsibility for wise management of natural resources.” 
Later on Sustainable Development has also been mentioned in the Instrument of the 
Government in the Chapter1 §2 paragraph 3. The target rule has been established 
internationally in both the Rio declaration from 1992 and the Agenda 21.75 In short the 
concept of sustainable development can be defied as a progress that will meet the 
requirements of today without compromising the possibility to meet the needs of the future.76  
 
The target rule in the Environmental Code highlights that sustainable development requires 
that the natural values will be protected. To meet these requirements the work should be based 
on two different ethical perspectives. The first one is that the nature has its own protective 
value, secondly man’s right to use our nature is associated with a responsibility to manage the 
nature for future generations needs77 By coordinating economic and ecological considerations 
in all decision-making sustainable development can be reached. If the problems of the future 
shall be met, an approach from which the work is focused on preventing the damage on the 
environment has to be done. To succeed with such an approach the ecological dimensions of a 
certain politic needs to be considered at the same time - e.g. economic, energy political and 
agricultural political. Through incorporating the production and managing recourses 
responsibility can be put on those companies, organs and persons whose activities harms the 
nature.78 Since Sustainable development about future generations wealth urges both on 
prevent upcoming damage but also to invest in in things that will increase future capacity to 
gain wealth. 79 

4.1 General rules of consideration 
The principles are general obligations to protect and prevent damage on the environment 
and/or harm to people is mentioned as the general rules of consideration and can be found in 
Chapter 2. The rules of considerations have a general character and are intended to work in a 
wide-ranging area. The principles have an interest in the view of tortious liability when the 
rules have a protective output on the injured party’s economic interest.80 

                                                
75 Michanek G, Zetterberg C, Den svenska miljörätten, p 107-108 

76 SOU Del 1 p.192 

77 Michanek. G, Zetterberg. C, Den svenska miljörätten, p 107-108 

78 SOU Del 1 p.193-194 

79 Phil H, Miljöekonomi för en hållbar utveckling p.159 

80 Bill 1997/98:45 p. 204- 205 
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4.1.1 Prevention  
The preventive effect seek that people in general avoids a behavior that has resulted in liable 
to pay damages in the past. In Swedish jurisprudence professor Villhelm Lundstedt81 has 
developed a discussion about the importance of prevention for the function for damages. He 
meant that it is of greater importance that the liability for damages results in the number of 
injuries decreases, instead of damages provided in the fairly few cases where an actual 
damage occurs. If there were no liability for damage to the acts that today are mentioned as 
negligence, they would be more common. They could then exist but any reasons to mention 
them as a careless action -because they could occur without any reaction. Trough the liability 
to pay damages the people would avoid the behavior and the conduct would be counted as 
negligence.  
 
In the following example we can see that the prevention for damage only results in a different 
behavior if the costs are lower than the actual damages the responsible party has to pay. In the 
example (figure 1.82) the estimated damages for emission are lower than the actual costs for 
reduction of the same emissions. 
 
Other factors, except from the liability for damage, can also work in a preventive 
manner.83Among the many principles in the environmental code some of them are working in 
a preventive manner. 84The sections in the Chapter 2 that are working in a preventive manner 
are the following principles; the requirement of knowledge, the precautionary principle, 
location of activities and measures and finally the principle of substitution. 
 
Figure 1.  
The figure shows that at an emission level of 30 the estimated damages would be the same as the costs for doing 
a reduction in a preventive way. At a higher pollution the costs for a reduction sinks and the costs for damages is 
rising, and in the opposite way the marginal costs for a reduction is higher than the estimated damages would be 
if the emission level were lower than 30. The most effective emission level is a level of 30.  
 

 
                                                
81 1882-1955 

82 Phil H, Miljöekonomi för en hållbar utveckling p. 118 

83 Hellner J, Skadeståndsrätt p.42-43 

84 Bill 1997/98:45 p. 204- 205 
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The requirement of knowledge 
According to Chapter 2 §2 in the Environmental Code the person who intends to start an 
activity shall before started get the knowledge from which he or she can mane an assessments 
if the action poses a risk of environmental damage or consequences for human health –the 
requirement of knowledge. In order to prevent inconvenience and damage, a person who 
carries on business or taking steps in order to do so legally binding requirements to take steps 
to minimize an eventual mitigation of the Environmental Code’s goals. That includes helping, 
taking measures and/or limits its extent. 85 In addition the TLA presents a similar requirement, 
which states that the needed knowledge should be within a professional and qualified activity. 
The defendant can rarely blame the damage on shortcomings of awareness of the activity. 86 If 
there have been circumstances in the past where there has been damage of a similar kind, this 
can lead to a more stringent negligence judging. The condition that the defendant did not 
know is not an acceptable reason. If the defendant however did know of the damage in the 
past, it is a requirement that he or she should take action that cannot be required of others. The 
condition that there has not been any damage in the past can lead to an attenuating situation, 
but not always. 87 For a private person, the TLA sets the requirement for knowledge in a 
lower bar and can depend on the person, therefore it is more leniency. Nevertheless, Chapter 2 
§2 in the Environmental Code leads to a stricter accountability if the action in his or her 
private life might lead to a risk for human health or to the environment.88  

The precautionary principle 
One of the principles that work in a preventive manner is the precautionary principle in 
Chapter 2 §3 in the Environmental Code. Paragraph 1 states that precautionary e.g. protective 
measures and observing the limitations that may exist, shall be done by everyone who intends 
to take an action in order to prevent damage or inconvenience. Paragraph 2 adds that these 
precautions shall be taken every time there are reasons to believe that the action may cause 
harm or in a negative way will affect the people or the environment.89 Through the principle, 
a company or a person are obligated to prevent or limit every possible damage or harm an 
activity may cause to the environment or to the people, if the activity is counterproductive to 
the target rule of sustainable development. 90 In theory a problem might appear. If a certain 
course of action will make significance for sustainable development, consideration must be 
taken to this ratio. For an example: can negligence to prevent damage be overlooked if the 
precautionary measure that has to be taken might lead to damage to the environment in the 
future? 91  
 
In the section it is clear that it is for taking action or engaging in an activity to demonstrate 
that adequate measures and precautions to protect human health and the environment. A 
natural result of the precautionary principle can be described as that the burden of proof is 
reversed from the risk of harm to the person taking an action that is likely to inconvenience. 
The precautionary principle in a relation to environmental damages needs to be read in a 
conjunction with the rule of reason92. This together with was said above, means that the 

                                                
85 Bill 1997/98:45 I p. 211 

86 Bengtsson B, Miljöbalkens återverkningar, p.152 

87 Hellner J, Skadeståndsrätt p.137 

88 Bengtsson B, Miljöbalkens återverkningar, p.152 

89 Bengtsson B, Miljöbalkens återverkningar, p.148 

90 Bill 1997/98:45 I p.209- 210 

91 Bengtsson B, Miljöbalkens återverkningar, p.150 
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person who answers for the activity has to prove that the requirements are unfair or 
unreasonable. As a result the precautionary principle in relation with the rule of reason leads 
to a stricter negligence assessment. In an action for tort this can mean that not only does the 
defendant adduce evidence in order to prove difficulties of e.g. economic nature, which makes 
it hard to take measures of a different kind. The defendant also has to investigate if the 
problem still persists, how bad they would have been and how effective the measures would 
have been in order to prevent the damage. Meanwhile the injured only needs to prove that the 
damage might have been prevented by certain measures. 93 The precautionary principle can be 
motivated when certain information is unsure and an authority shall make a decision about an 
acceptable level of emissions. If the authority in order applies the principle, it means that a 
preference for limiting the damaging actions too much than too little. In Figure 2.94 the 
authority will choose the level of 30 instead of 60. When the level of emissions has been too 
high for a longtime, the precautionary principle together with a reverse burden of proof, gets a 
situation where the polluter has to prove that the emissions in fact are not that damaging that 
it motivates a limiting level of 30. 95 
 
Figure 2. 
The figure shows that at an emission level of 30 the marginal costs (MC) for reduction is higher for a larger 
damage than at an emission level of 60.  
 

 

 

Location of activities and measures 
When an activity should choose a site it shall be done in consideration with Chapter 1 §1 in 
the Environmental Code, if the activity not just temporarily are going to use land or water 
areas. This is stated in Chapter 2 §4 paragraph 1 and is mentioned as the rule of location of 
activities and measures. Paragraph 2 clarifies that such a site should be chosen in 
consideration with “a way as to make it possible to achieve their purpose with a minimum of 
damage or detriment to human health and the environment” this should be read together with 

                                                
93 Bengtsson B, Miljöbalkens återverkningar, p. 149 

94 Phil H, Miljöekonomi för en hållbar utveckling p. 163 

95 Phil H, Miljöekonomi för en hållbar utveckling p. 162- 163 
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the rule of reason in Chapter 2 §7 and can modifies a requirement for relocation if it is to 
expensive considered to the ability of the company. A company might through a new activity 
contribute to an environmental damage, for such reasons the environmental liability can be 
actualized. For an example can a claim that otherwise would be considered as to be common 
locally or common in general, instead claim that the activity should have had an appropriate 
location. At that point it doesn’t help to point out that there should be no compensation since 
the damage should considered to be common locally or common in general – the strict 
liability only to Chapter 32 §1. This is interesting from the view of the claim for damages 
based on negligence, when the only protection for such proceedings would be to invoke 
Chapter 2 §7. 96 

4.1.1.4 Principle of substitution 
From the perspective of Environmental Liability the Chapter 2 §6 is interesting because it 
reaches out of the real estate area and the ordinary parts of the Environmental Code. The rule 
aims to support an environmental choice, when a balance is up to be made between the levels 
of risk of different options of chemical substances and preparations likely to pose risks to 
human health or the environment or products containing or treated with such. The least 
dangerous option must be selected and then the measures needed to prevent or minimize the 
harm or loss, which may nevertheless affect the risk to human health or the environment. The 
rule does not intend to make any substances forbidden or any limitations in the area. 97  
 
The principle is affecting the product liability as this is depending on negligence in the case of 
property damage to other than on consumer’s property. The rule can also be actualized when 
the Product Liability Act can be used, but while the injured party in order to avoid limitations 
in the responsibility- such as excess on a property damage or period of limitations. In that 
caste the party can base their claim on the TLA instead. If the injured party is contributory 
negligence to the damage but has not been careless he or she can instead refer to negligence 
and make the TLA’s mild contributory negligence answer applicable. However if a 
negligence responsibility shall be actualized the defendant at least has to know about the 
different less harmful alternatives – in accordance with the requirement of knowledge. That 
leads to a strengthening of liability for negligence. 98 

4.1.2 Reparation  
When a person has suffered damage the settlement of a claim intends to give the person 
compensation for the loss, or if the damage is an injury to the person compensation for 
expenditure for medical treatment.99 The purpose with compensation is to restore the person 
entitled to damages assets in the same condition as they would gave been if the damage never 
had happened.100 When it is property damage the compensations shall make it possible for the 
person to replace the property with a corresponding product. The reparative is an important 
function as it brings an increased sense of security. However there are circumstances that lead 
to doubt if the compensation actually leads to a reparative function, as the compensation for 
damage can be paid without the injured party benefits of the compensation. 101 

                                                
96 Bengtsson B, Miljöbalkens återverkningar, p. 153-154 

97 Bill 1997/98:45 I p. 226 

98 Bengtsson B, Miljöbalkens återverkningar, p. 158-159 

99 Hellner J, Skadeståndsrätt p. 39 

100 Larsson M-L, On the law of the environmental damage p. 535 

101 Hellner J, Skadeståndsrätt p. 40  
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4.1.2.1 Polluter pays principle 
The costs of the pollution are allocated creating prevention and control to encourage rational 
use of scarce environmental recourses. When the costs of the pollution abetment on individual 
polluters it will be reflected in the price of the product and therefore passed on to the 
consumer of the product. Which in the end creates a new principle the user pays principle. 
The device provides a proper cost allocation since the external costs is reflected in the true 
price of the product when they are internalized in the production costs.102 When a product is 
produced the activity creates costs for the producers the costs are the external costs for the 
product. There are private costs, as payment for the staff, the producer has to compensate 
those who contribute producing the product. However the incomes from the price the 
customer pays for the product compensates those costs. The product can also cause public 
costs, for an example polluting a sea, when a common carries the cost. If the producer doesn’t 
have to compensate for the public external cost, the producer will have a lower cost than the 
pubic. The public has to pay for the producers’ private costs when buying the product and 
also has to pay for the costs carried by the common see figure 3.103 The theory of the 
internalized external costs is one of the bases of the polluter pays principle.104 
 
Figure 3. 
The green line (Private Marginal Costs) symbols the producers’ private external costs for the product.  
The Red (Public Marginal Costs) symbols the producers’ private costs along with the costs for the negative 
external effects 
 

 

 

4.2 The prevention and reparation in a relation to sustainable development 
The target rule of sustainable developments relationship to Environmental Damage can be 
discussed, as the essential effect of the settlement of a claim seems to be the preventive effect. 
The essential according to such an approach is to prevent damage on the environment. Since 
there are no guaranties that a person who is entitled to damages will use the compensation in 

                                                
102 Larsson M-L, On the law of the environmental damage p. 78-79 

103 Phil H, Miljöekonomi för en hållbar utveckling p. 56-57 

104 Larsson M-L, On the law of the environmental damage p. 78-79 
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order to restore the damage on the environment, the reparative effect does not obvious 
contributes to sustainable development or contributes to a conservation of the environment. 
However if the claim for compensation is stated by the State the compensation may cover the 
actual costs to reset the environment damage. 105This was the case in NJA 1995 s.249 were a 
man was obligated to pay compensation to the state after he killed to wolverines based on the 
states cost for the preservation of the species.106 

                                                
105 Bengtsson B, Miljöbalkens återverkningar, p.137 

106 The case is presented under section 3.3 in the paper  
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5. Discussion 
 
 
 
 

I intend to discuss the questions that were presented in the aims of this paper. However, some 
of my aims were simply to present how the law of environmental damages is designed. 
Naturally, there is not much to discuss at this point. That leaves me with the topics; how the 
prevention and reparation work in relation to sustainable development, the relationship 
between sustainable development and environmental damages, and how these topics appear 
from a legal economic perspective.  
 
The design of the environmental law is a subject that I do not intend to discuss to any 
significant extent. However, as I have mentioned in the paper the environmental liability 
differs from the Tort Liability Act on some important points. One of them is from the point 
that the TLA mainly rests upon. The general main rule in the TLA is that it only covers fault 
liability that the Environmental Code Chapter 32 has made an exception from. Chapter 32 
instead proscribes a strict liability as a main rule from which two exceptions has been made. 
Personally I find this to be a rather large and important exception from the general tort law. 
This is something that I have not found an extensive or detailed explanation for; why the strict 
liability was chosen to be a main rule, instead of as in the general tort law as an exception. 
Would it not be better to maintain the main rules of the TLA but with a greater opportunity 
for the rule to be enforced? The strict liability has been motivated by the view of prevention, 
but also in the respect for the part that has been entitled to damages. This is something I fully 
agree upon, though I miss a more extensive explanation and discussion.    
 
The strict liability might possible be relevant from the perspective of prevention and 
reparation. The strict liability is a stricter rule than the general rule in the TLA, which 
hypothetical might lead to a more precautionary behavior. The liability’s impact on the 
prevention of environmental damage is not clear. As a start, the opinion of Lundstedt can be 
discussed. Is it of greater importance to reduce the number of actions that results in a liability 
for damages rather than provide the cases that is entitled to damages compensation? This must 
somehow depend on what perspective one has. From a perspective of sustainable 
development the preventive view has to be of greater importance, since the sustainable 
development is a target rule. A target rule is a rule that has not yet come true, but sets a vision 
and a goal for the future. A vision were the number of environmental damage has declined 
must comply with this target rule, why the prevention of environmental damage must be of a 
great importance. However this doesn’t necessarily mean that the importance of a reparative 
view works in an opposite way. In the section were I have discussed the prevention and 
reparation in a relation to sustainable development, I have chosen to refer to NJA 1995 p. 249. 
The case is an example of where the compensation and reparation actually works and resets 
the environmental damage. As I mentioned above there are no guarantees to that the person 
who is entitled for damages uses the compensation to restore the damage. This could be a 
problem in the long term, as the environment that has been damaged possibly might stay in 
damaged. Then the compensation only works in an economic reparative way, which does not 
really contribute to sustainable development.  
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Another question was presented in this case; should an ecological damage be superseded by 
the environmental damages? As the ecological damage neither is property damage, personal 
injury or pure economic loss -but might be a kind of a non-financial damage. The case raised 
opinions from different areas; some of them did question the Supreme Courts decision to 
define the damage as economic value since there can be no person who had suffer the damage 
nor can there be any simple way to valuing the two wolverines since they had no market 
value. Clearly the ecological damage does not qualify as an environmental damage in 
accordance with the environmental liability, if there is no economic value to the species that 
has been harmed even if the damage would count as property damage.  
 
Professor Jan Klaineman stated in the article mentioned above107; that he considered the 
Supreme Court, by this appeal, had good opportunities to take a greater responsibility for the 
environmental interests that can be violated and not let them be uncontested or met with only 
criminal penalties. The criminal penalty does not always fill the preventive function that can 
be required of sanction against environmental degradation. Neither did he think that the tort 
law oriented on property had such a preventive function, but that a tort law with this type of 
punitive function could be able to cope with. Klaineman here by says that the judgment is 
more of a punitive character than of a compensatory character. The principle of reparation 
that the victim should be put in the same position as if the harm had not occurred or put in an 
equal situation is not fulfilled, why the compensation in this situation does not work in a 
preventive way.  
 
The general rules of consideration that also has been presented in the paper have a function 
of both preventive and reparative, but also for sustainable development. My personally 
opinion is that those rules works in a better way in the view of preventive, reparation and 
sustainable development. The law of damages is easily overlooked when it comes to 
prevention against environmental damage. One of the problems is that even if the activity 
causes environmental damage for which the responsible part is liable to pay damages, the 
activity might still be allowed. The responsible part and the activity that caused the 
disturbance can still be allowed to continue in the same way. For an example a highway 
causing air pollution, vibration and noise. The highway will still be used in the same way 
even after the responsible party has been paying compensation for damage. From a 
perspective of sustainable development, damages do not have any major impact. They might 
possibly work in a deterrent way, although the polluter pays principle amongst others also 
works in the same way.  
 
From the economic perspective the polluter pays principle should be more effective for 
sustainable development. In figure 1, that has been presented under the chapter “Sustainable 
development”, the person responsible for the activity would choose an emission level of 30, 
which would result in a status quo. He would not choose a lower level of emission since the 
price for the reduction is higher than the possible damages. Which would lead to an 
unchanged situation – the emissions levels would not be lowered, but neither higher. 
Compared to the precautionary principle and the polluter pays principle that actually work in 
a way where the environmental interest is more important than the economic interest for the 
responsible part.  
 

                                                
107 Section 3.3 in the paper 
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5.1 Conclusion 
 
My summary and conclusion after writing this paper are the following: The environmental 
liability works as reparative function to compensate the suffering part, but as for the 
environment as a victim and for the aim of sustainable development there are other rules that 
works in a better way. The allocation of the costs will therefore only be reparative after the 
compensation in view of the victims’ financial situation. As for prevention, environmental 
liability will only be the better choice when the estimated damages are higher than the price 
for e.g. reduction which does not take a step towards sustainable development. I think 
environmental liability is an important function for the safety of the society. The instruments 
for which a person can get compensation and the responsible part can be liable to pay 
damages fill their purpose. However I do not think that Chapter 32 and the former 
Environmental Damage Act fits in the current system of the Environmental Code considering 
its purpose and the content of the other chapters. To me it still seems like a law standing on its 
own, but replaced inside the Code.  
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